
On February 14, financial statements for the Pacific Carbon
Trust, made public through an access to information request,
revealed that BC’s public sector agencies have been paying much
more than the market value for carbon offset credits.  

Public institutions such as schools and hospitals, tasked with
legislated ‘carbon neutrality’, have been required to purchase
offset credits from the Pacific Carbon Trust (PCT), a Crown
Corporation created in 2007, primarily to support the carbon
neutral goals set out in the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Act.
These customers were charged $25 per tonne for credits that
PCTpurchased from private corporations such as TimberWest
for as low as $10 per tonne. 

Environment Minister Terry Lake announced that the
government will ‘examine’ the pricing model for the PCT. He
also said that the price was set high because it was creating a
‘new market’, a firm number would ‘facilitate planning’, and they

thought international carbon markets would be ‘further
developed by now’. 

Comparatively, Australia’s Clean Energy Future Legislation
set a carbon price of $23/tonne for three years beginning in
2012. After that, carbon pricing will be set by the market. Rates
in the compliance offset market (versus voluntary offsets) vary
depending on several factors, including the quality and origin
of the credit. In Alberta, compliance offset credits are capped at
$15/tonne.

It is not yet clear how PCT’s pricing model will be set in
future, but the government must now decide how to use the
surplus funds, which amount to about $2.5 million for the
current year. Three choices have been presented: use the surplus
to lower the price of PCT’s offset credits, use it to balance the
budget, or reinvest it into public programs. 0
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